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Okay, so welcome to this session on outsourcing which of course is a perennial age 

old topic also of the NetEvents.  And managed services has, from a carrier perspective 

been a great revenue earner, usually more profitable than just providing the 

connectivity.   

So in this session, I'm going to be playing the part of the enterprise customer as there 

are no enterprise customers here and I'm going to try and grill our panel.  And I have 

expanded the panel.  I did some ransomware in getting Paul Davis from Verizon to 

join us on the panel, so we have three great carriers.  And then my friend, Chris, who's 

a sceptic of the best kind.  So hopefully, together we will be able to uncover some 

truths about what's happening in the managed services space.   

Of course, the sourcing decision that any enterprise IT department faces is that it's a 

constantly changing area and of course pretty much beyond the control of the IT 

department because it's really an executive decision in many cases.  The cost issues, 

the flexibilities but things like M&As, mergers and acquisitions and that was 

mentioned also yesterday by one of the speakers that when you are into a merger and 

acquisition cycle, suddenly the whole equation of what is in-housed and what is 

outsourced changes.   
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So I suppose the first necessary requirement for any enterprise IT is to have a plan and 

to have some tools to apply to this constantly changing landscape.  And one of the 

facts that we're finding and several findings have confirmed this is that most 

enterprises are actually not very well prepared for a market that is commoditising, that 

is moving to open standards and that is in fact creating a lot of new providers of 

commodity services.  And obviously, if you have much more choice, you have much 

more confusion and you also have much more opportunities.   

So certainly for the enterprises it's a really hot area.  And as analysts, we would 

usually return to well, what's the plan.  And in this respect, there are two major 

frameworks that I'll just mention the ITIL3 (IT Information Library 3) and the SIMA 

(Service Integration And Management), which are tools that certainly will help the 

enterprise navigate this area. 

So when you're looking at IT service management, you have to distinguish between 

managing the BYOD discussions, the device management and the system 

management which are two different things and which have two different dynamics.  

So I'm not going to talk about the device management and we'll talk about the systems 

and the services.   

The main thing of course is virtualisation and how to manage that whole issue and 

we'll get into those cloud issues as well.  And certainly, [inaudible] to throw in what 

do we do with quantum computing when that comes along.  You know that is going to 

make virtualisation look real easy.   

The next thing about performance metrics is really a reflection of the fact that the 

CFO now has a huge say in the outsourcing decision because the CFO is reading all 

those reports about commoditised services and asking the IT department why are you 

doing this in this way.  Why aren't you using these cheap and fast guys that are doing 

this stuff?  And one of the answers is that many IT departments don't have the 

qualified staff, so there's a staffing issue.   

Then of course if you're going to justify your decisions, your sourcing decisions in a 

business perspective, you need to be able to document that with value for money 

decisions.  And then of course you need some system to keep tabs on all those new 

opportunities that may help you get the right sourcing.   

When we look at the frameworks that service integration people like Accentures and 

Atos and so on, they will all present this type of issue list that an enterprise has to be 

able to handle.  And if you are looking to outsource an operation that you've been 

running for many years within your company, then you've got huge integration and 

management issues that you have to address and you have to be able to quantify that 

both in time and money and capabilities.   

And then there's the service desk and again this is an area where there's a huge amount 

of outsourcing, but which really gets back to what's the user experience with these 

types of services, how are you supporting them.   

Security issues yes, a huge issue.  Again this is something where carriers are really 

good and if we'd been doing this presentation five years ago, managed security would 
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be ah, this is something we're looking at.  But now of course this is a well-proven 

carrier service.  And yet I noticed at the discussion yesterday, the question about how 

many trusted cloud service providers on security and nobody put up their hand which 

was kind of interesting because that's counter to what most of our studies show. 

Then there is the transition, the planning and support and the knowledge management.  

There are whole issues here, so what kind of contracting are you and how flexible is 

the contract with an outsourcer.  Can you actually -- again flexibility or are you tied in, 

locked in to a service provider when changes in technology could actually make it for 

a better service.   

Testing validation, I'm sure Steve is going to be talking more about those things, but 

that is obviously a huge issue.  And there are again specialised groups that will help 

you in doing that.  And finally, there's the design and change services.   

So those are the kinds of issues that I, as enterprise IT would have to address, either 

because I'm challenged by the CFO who wants me to justify why I'm in in-sourcing or 

why I'm keeping things in house or if I'm going to justify why I should outsource 

something that has hitherto been a key performance factor within the company.   

So to answer some of these questions, I have a panel of distinguished carriers and I 

have Kamal, who represents the challenger space, let's say the fastest growing region 

of the three.  The Level 3s and Verizons are in incumbent markets, slow growth etc, 

so there might be some differences in the way they approach the managed services 

space.  And Chris is an old hand in this type of debate, so I'll ask him some questions 

there. 

So let me start off with Kamal.   

As a pan-African service provider, Etisalat is in nine different markets and you've had 

significant experience with enterprise services both fixed and mobile across this space.  

And what do you feel that -- what are the managed services that your enterprise 

customers are looking for?   

And secondly, the efforts that many content providers, Googles, Facebook, Apple are 

doing in the infrastructure space, rolling out, trying to roll out infrastructure based on 

customers' need for an application, are you working with those kinds of players?  I 

wouldn't like to call them OTTs, I think that's a derogatory term, but certainly those 

content players who want to expand the infrastructure.  So is that an opportunity for 

you also in this space?  And then of course, what kind of managed services are you 

especially seeing in your part of the world.?  Kamal.  

Kamal Okba 

Thank you.  In the countries where we operate, we have a mix of expertise.  So that's 

why you will find in our countries, in our telecom operators, you will find that the 

managed service for expertise with the suppliers is very [installed].  I just give an 

example, managing the managed services in IN, intelligent network, you will find 

many countries that do this outsourcing of service.   
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In these countries, in a North African country you will also that managing outsourcing 

some basic work of a historical operator like installing broadband, installing fixed line, 

solving a problem with a customer are also outsourced in many countries with local 

companies.   

We have also all what are call centres with big outsourcing products.  In Morocco 

there are many call centres that are -- that outsource the activities for telecom 

operators in Europe for banks, for insurance.   

So what -- the question is what to outsource and what to in-house.  I think we should -

- what is important is what is strategic for the company and what contribute to its 

performance.  If something is not strategic for a company and have no effect on his 

performance, the company should eliminate it.  Just ask -- not outsource it nor in 

house, so just think to eliminate these activities.   

So activities that have a big strategic importance for the company and low impacts on 

performance, we should have some strategic alliance with partners.  And things that 

have a big impact on our performance and have low strategic impacts or strategic 

importance, we can outsource it.  And things that are very important for the 

performance and for the strategy of the company, I think we should just in house.  We 

should not think to outsource it, we should in -house it to take control of our actions. 

Bernt Ostergaard 

So this is interesting one.  You actually talked about eliminating activities and we 

hadn't had that on the list before, but certainly it's a good point.  Kathy, on the Level 3 

and we had this presentation yesterday about the MEF.  Or as one of my analysts calls 

it, what is this MEF thing?  Is this Breaking Bad or what is it?  So obviously the MEF 

and what you're doing with Ethernet services is really the core knitting of what 

carriers do.  So how do you see your focus on this, Ethernet services in relation to 

managed services? 

Kathy Schneider 

Yes, it would be exciting if it was anything to do with Breaking Bad, but no.  So for 

us, we do -- we're definitely focused on the network services, but we do some 

managed components in there, so just to round out that answer.  We do manage 

offerings around content delivery and then in the area of the network itself, so 

managed switch, managed LAN, managed Wi-Fi.  So we do see a place for managed 

services.   

But in the context of the portfolio as opposed to the typical services like email, CRM, 

storage, back-up and recovery and managed security is a key area for us as well.  So 

we think that if you think of the network as the foundation of an IT infrastructure, 

which we do, then that's where we want to make sure we have a lot of value add 

because we feel like now with most business models going to be highly digital, 

although some people in the room hate that word -- if you have a new word, let me 

know, I can't seem to think of one.   
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But everything now, leveraging the Internet whether it's the business model of the 

company itself having to move in that direction or enabling your employees to do 

more things as self-service over the Internet.  So that's why we think that the core of 

an IT strategy is very much mounted on that network.   

Hence the Ethernet services for us and the work we've done with MEF has been very 

exciting because we really believe that customers want much more dynamic self-

service offerings of the network, let alone other applications which show the same 

behaviour model.   

If you think of email going 365, so that behaviour where the customers, CIOs, CTOs 

even CISOs, they want transparency, they want to be able to understand what's going 

on in their networks, something that has been impossible until you start to create these 

interfaces and GUIs that are enabled by SDN, NFV, and LSO, sorry to use some of 

the acronyms, but it's long to say them.  So that's why we launched our Ethernet 

services because we do believe that adds value back in besides just the ability to 

connect.   

We think the ability to be self-serving and manage your network dynamic capacity, so 

we call that adaptive network control.  So this is an interface where the user at the 

customer site can actually go in and increase their bandwidth themselves, and they 

can set it by business rules, they can do it on the spot.  And it goes up to 3X the initial 

bandwidth, it talks to the billing so that they're billed is in the correct way, we see that 

as a really great advancement in network services, and that's where -- you know that's 

why the Ethernet piece for us has been so important and we continue to roll out more 

markets with that capability. 

Bernt Ostergaard 

Thank you.  And on to Paul and Verizon.  And Verizon is probably worldwide 

renowned for its focus on managed services and enterprise services.  So you've gone 

through quite a significant organisational changes over the past six, seven years, in the 

enterprise space with the acquisition of Terremark and then the subsequent devolution 

of some of those services.  So can you just take us through, sort of a quick 

walkthrough what Verizon has been doing in managed services and the thinking 

behind it? 

Paul Davies 

Yeah, sure.  So if I think -- so I'm in a presales role actually focused on our security 

and IT services lines of business.  But consequently, every day I'm teaming with 

colleagues in sales who are bringing new opportunities to deliver managed services to 

our clients.   

And what I find interesting is that often we see CIOs and large global enterprises 

bringing to Verizon -- so generally the perception is that we've done a great job of 

managing the network, transforming and then managing the network.  Many of these 

companies do recognise that the network now is -- has been a bottleneck to success 

and as they look to transform their businesses, they've recognised the need to get that 
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right.  So managed LAN, WAN, Wi-Fi, that's bread and butter for Verizon.  But then -

- of course we can -- and managed security services, we've got a great reputation of 

delivering service in that space for a long time. 

What surprises me is I see opportunities for Verizon to bid for work that would 

traditionally be seen as a play of traditional systems integrators.  I always recommend, 

we don't bid most of those opportunities, but I find that hugely surprising that they 

look at service providers like ourselves and presumably Level 3 and others.  And 

they're bringing those opportunities to us because they -- I guess they see in service 

providers, organisations that really work hard to deliver on their promises.   

Bernt Ostergaard 

So just a little more on the Terremark changes.  Have you sort of gone back on the 

cloud services or what's been happening there? 

Paul Davies 

Okay.  So if we think about IT services -- so we're never going to sort of wholesale, 

look to take on responsibility for an enterprise IT functions [estate].  What we 

recognise is that there are opportunities for large global enterprises to --  I think one of 

the previous speakers was talking about Gartner's view of the world, mode 2 and 

mode 1 systems of innovation and everything else basically.  But everything that's 

mode 2, everything that is really difficult to operate.   

The client side, they're looking to take advantage of some of the benefits that you see 

in cloud, so you know those agility and speed benefits.  That's where providers like 

Verizon and others can, leveraging the assets that we acquired through Terremark can 

make a difference.  So [to leverage] the assets that we have, co-location facilities, but 

combined with infrastructure as a service, so the ability to be able to take a fairly 

mission-critical application that's important to that enterprise customer, where they 

don't want to continue to manage it themselves, they're looking for a partner, but it's a 

little bit hard.  But they want to deliver that applications safely and securely to their 

end users or their customers.  That's where there's an opportunity for us and that's 

what we really focus on today. 

Bernt Ostergaard 

So Chris, what do you think?  The carriers, how are they doing?  How are they 

performing?  Are they going down the right path or are they barking up the wrong 

trees? 

Chris Lewis 

Did you say they're going down? 

Bernt Ostergaard 

I did, yes. 
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Chris Lewis 

I think everything that's been said by my fellow panellists and in your introduction 

sort of paints a picture of so many conflicting dynamics.  I think on the supply side, 

the fact that cloud and the state of the IT industry we're in now -- and let's call it IT 

not telecom, because it's the bigger picture.  The combination of storage, compute and 

network and each of those components thinks they are the most important component 

whereas actually it's the combination of all the components, which is what really adds 

the value.   

And I think if you start thinking the network is everything or the computer is 

everything or storage is everything, you're going to miss the point.  Because when you 

flip it around to the enterprise side or let's call it the business side, because I think we 

should think about the SME market as well.  That when we flip it around to the 

enterprise side and that CIO perspective, the pressures on the CIO now to deliver and 

to support the business rather than to have that isolated IT organisation are enormous.   

As you said in your opening comments, the fellow board members now have a much 

better idea of what is possible because of all the consumer-like services that they are 

using for their own lifestyle.  And they want that agility.  As Paul said, they want to 

leverage that agility, they don't want to be tied down by old practices.  And I think if 

you start building out from the network and just think of it from the network point of 

view, then you don't get the right point.   

Having said that, every organisation needs the connectivity that Steve was requiring 

from his home office for example.  But everyone needs that underpinning network to 

build the services on.  And the management layers that you put on top of that in terms 

of making sure that works properly, to make sure we're using analytics within the 

network, to make sure we're getting the right information flowing through, the 

managed services as you layer those on top, yes, they'll make absolute sense.  And 

we've seen them for many, many years, helping connect branch offices, helping 

connect every -- increasingly the remote workers and remote partners into that.   

So I think they have been doing the right job.  I think it's been a lot slower than many 

companies would like.  But it's also this conflict between the applications and the IT 

side and the network side.  And when we started talking in the previous panel about 

the virtualised and all of these functions, they're equally done by new, more 

innovative players who hopefully in a more open stack environment can bolt their 

services together.  So we actually will end up with a situation where who is managing 

which piece in the long run.  You know, we build a more and more stable platform 

and then we start throwing in newer and newer services.   

So I think the orchestration management issue overall is the key.  Is everyone -- I 

often think of it, when looking at the IT players versus the telcos, that they're both like 

kids in a sweet shop, in a candy shop that they see all these possibilities as things they 

can add on to get their hands on, whereas actually they shouldn't be looking.  And I 

don't like sticking to the knitting as the phrase, but there should be a core competence 

and then an acceptance of the relative role with other players in the marketplace.   
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So I think managed services has been one of the most confusing terms used in our 

industry for a long time.  I think even during some of the initial discussions yesterday, 

people were confusing what they believe are IT services more like than the network 

piece.  I think a more open attitude from the telco based players in terms of APIs and 

partnerships with the integrators as you mentioned Paul, I think is absolutely vital.   

But at the end of the day, if we are going to become a much more customer-centric 

industry as a combination of all the different industry parts, then we do have to make 

it a lot easier for people to use the services.  And I think we're a long, long way from 

that, A from the automation but also from just understanding the customer and what 

they want to do. 

Bernt Ostergaard 

So do carriers need to give more back to the community to improve their image? 

Chris Lewis 

To the community?  I think they do, but there's a dilemma, isn't there?  There's a 

certain schizophrenia in there in that we have a love hate relationship with our 

operators, both from a consumer and I suspect from a business point of view.  On the 

one hand, we do rely on them and as Paul said, that they're asked to bid on some 

projects that you would have thought wouldn't really fit into the telco environment.  

So there is that sort of trusted sort of national base brand favoured. 

But there's also the other side of it which is that we've been locked into services which 

we don't think give us particularly good value.  And so do they need to give 

something back?  There needs to be a value exchange and we've seen this many times 

in discussions with the consumer markets and business markets.  It's not going to be 

one way traffic, if you'd pardon the pun. 

Bernt Ostergaard 

So Kamal, would the Etisalat be more of a dynamic social development force in your 

markets, if you were playing more with application providers, content providers? 

Kamal Okba 

We should take this place and we should play our role.  Telecom operators or service 

providers are not the devil.  We just think that the OTT are doing the job and the 

telecom operator are not doing the job.  We take our responsibility.  We have -- 

operators, our sector is a cash flow activity and huge investment.  Before we invest in 

an OSS or in a platform and this platform work for 15 years.  Today, we invest in a 

platform; in four years, we should change it or if we don't change it we have problem 

adapting it to what is coming or what is the need of our customers.   

Just to give you an example of what we can eliminate because I see that you were 

surprised. 
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Bernt Ostergaard 

No, I like it.  I like it. 

Kamal Okba 

There are companies that for social activities have hotel for their employee, so this 

activity is not important for performance, is not strategic.  This can be eliminated.  We 

just pay more our personnel, they will take the best hotels and we could eliminate this.  

We should not outsource it, we should not keep it in house. 

Bernt Ostergaard 

Kathy, when you're talking about the Ethernet services, is this a push or a pull market?  

I mean what are your customers saying to you in relation to the Ethernet services. 

Kathy Schneider 

Definitely a pull.  They're not saying and we all know this rightly, sometimes they 

don't know exactly what they want.  But they know how they want it to feel or behave.  

So they're not saying Ethernet per se, what they're saying is the transparency, when 

they complain about the service delivery times, the cycle times to get services up, 

they're not saying what they want, but they're very clear on what they don't want.   

And it's interesting because if you look at the customer loyalty or satisfaction surveys 

-- we do them, I'm sure many of you do them as well -- there's a common thread 

where they say yeah, you're okay, because the whole industry isn't really good on this 

particular.  So I think, to your point, in the telecoms industry in general there are some 

things that frustrate all customers. 

So we do see there's a pull and it comes through the things that they're unhappy with 

that you read into and you say okay, that's interesting.  Then how do you provision 

services in less time?  Well, let's see.  If you don't have to send people out and take 

down their service for X amount of hours and days in order to do it, then that could be 

a good approach.   

And I think a lot of the thinking in the orchestration, how come I can't get the same 

SLAs across my entire network.  Well, to explain to them, oh, it's because there's off 

net buildings as well, you can explain to them the whole carrier strategy right, where 

we share certain final mile points.  They don't care about that, so it forces you to think.  

And so I would say it's definitely from the feedback than the market is pulling us in 

that direction. 

Bernt Ostergaard 

It is an interesting perspective.  We at Quocirca have done research in SD-WAN and 

interviewing UK companies that have adopted SD-WAN strategies.  And their main 

gripe is provisioning times.  And the fact that you have an LTE connection, you have 

an MPLS connection, you have leased lines, you've got Ethernet and yet these 

different access avenues don't play together.  So the SD-WAN router that bonds all 
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this into one virtual logical circuit is usually much more effective in cost and 

performance than those channels individually. 

Kathy Schneider 

Well, I would argue that's in the short term because as Carrier 2.0 and the Ethernet 

technology, LSO really take flight, if you can imagine then all that moves further into 

the network.  And so you know we would argue you may see a time where you don't 

need those boxes at the endpoints because it's all happening further into the network.  

So that's the approach we're taking.  I know SD-WAN guys might have a different 

point of view, but I guess that's [inaudible]. 

Bernt Ostergaard 

Just with provisioning issues, the discussions also that I've been having with Chris 

basically is that we have a huge need for more bandwidth and that bandwidth 

provisioning is not coming online fast enough.  And Chris, why is that? 

Chris Lewis 

I'm not sure I agree with you we need that much extra bandwidth.  I think there's 

plenty of bandwidth out there, we're just not using it very effectively.  And the layers 

the kids use here.  Well, we should get the kids off the network and then there's more 

for all of us.   

The provision issue is a critical one, but I think it goes to the transformation question 

within many of the telco organisations.  And I think the point that Gary made about 

Google going into the market and pushing the telcos into doing things I think is 

absolutely right.  That the urgency with which investment is put in place to change the 

model -- obviously I think in many telco situations, if I'm honest, they've not hurt 

enough yet.  They've still been making plenty of profit, so in effect they've been 

slower moving to this new agile model.  We're beginning to see that certainly in some  

states in Europe where the competition has been much higher and regulation has been 

perhaps stronger.   

But I don't think bandwidth is always the issue.  I think the listening to the customer --

we talk in broader brand terms about how much do you really listen to your customers.  

And I think what Kathy just said is that they don't necessarily know what they want, 

but they know what they've got is not what they want now or what they need. 

But another point when Kamal was just talking there and I think is important to put in 

the context of this, many of the telcos themselves outsource a hell of a lot of things.  

And we're gradually seeing the change to the tower consolidation market, we're seeing 

more and more shared services that go to build up the telcos themselves.  So I don't 

think the telcos are averse to doing stuff, to outsourcing a lot of their activities.  But 

the fact that we outsource contact centres, when the customer service is supposed to 

be so critical, I think is a question mark.  The problem being that many of the telcos 

are subscale certainly in the smaller countries.  So there is a need for that to happen as 

well.  What was your question again? 
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Bernt Ostergaard 

You've answered several of them. 

Chris Lewis 

Okay. 

Bernt Ostergaard 

Paul, as let's say the most established and the oldest managed service provider on the 

panel, I would argue, moving to the bright world of the future, the Internet of Things 

which isn't really here yet, but which does seem to present completely new challenges 

in a managed service context, is this something that you think of addressing?  Or how 

would you address it if --  

Paul Davies 

Sure, it is something that Verizon is addressing, not something that I've thought about.  

Difficult for me to comment on that.  But I think we'd say it is here, Bernt. 

Bernt Ostergaard 

So where's the managed service? 

Paul Davies 

But I think what you're seeing is that most of what telcos have done has been 

horizontal.  If you're really going to get into the Internet of Things, then there isn't an 

Internet of Things market, there's many markets.  And I think probably one of the 

better examples is Vodafone acquiring Cobra and actually getting more and more 

knowledge around the full vertical stack around the automotive industry.   

So that's when managed services, that's when you really start to get the blending 

together of the IT and the network piece and starting to -- we talk about managing 

things end to end a lot in the telecom industry, but that's because the ends that we used 

to manage were under our control.  And the ends in this environment are not under the 

control of the telecom industry.  It's a much broader set of connections.   

And in the Internet of Things, if 95% of those connections are not going to go over a 

cellular network, they're going to be over Bluetooth and infra red and so on, it's 

certainly actually really enhances the need to manage all those different players 

coming in because they're on unlicensed spectrum coming into the core of the 

operational environment.   

So I think we are beginning to see those things, we're at early stages of them.  But it 

actually necessitates an even stronger requirement for the bringing together of the 

compute network and storage and of course the applications, let alone the managed. 

Bernt Ostergaard 

So a more vertical industry type of -- 
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Paul Davies 

I know over the years, I'm sure at the first NetEvents 20 years ago, we probably were 

talking about verticals then and we've oscillated between them and back and forth.  

But actually in terms of the real value in terms of business and I think to go back to 

your opening comments, that if the senior directors, the people on the board, what 

they're looking at is how to improve the business flow and the business revenues, then 

yes, we need to look more vertically.  There are certain horizontal functions and a lot 

of the communications related stuff is horizontal.  But once you get into the finance 

market or the healthcare market or the automotive then yes, it's absolutely vertical. 

Bernt Ostergaard 

Okay.  So this discussion could go on for hours.  So are there any inputs from the 

audience, issues you want to raise?  Do you have great questions relating to managed 

services performance?  No questions at the moment. 

Well, we have a couple of minutes left, so why don't I just basically return to the 

Ethernet issue because clearly Ethernet will play a huge role in the quality and the 

performance of enterprise networks going forward.  And an organisation like MEF, 

I'm not going to call it MEF.  Is it called MEF or MEF -- Kevin, what is it? 

Kathy Schneider 

Kevin said both, but yeah. 

Bernt Ostergaard 

MEF.  So those kinds of industry organisations, is that a better place for the 

discussions between carriers and enterprise customers to take place?  Do you get 

feedback from that enterprise in that kind of forum? 

Kathy Schneider 

Yeah, I'm happy to take that one.  Absolutely.  And just to demonstrate that we have 

the highest number of MEF certified professionals at Level 3 and that wasn't just 

because we got lucky and the TW acquisition brought in a whole bunch.  Actually it 

was pretty equal on both sides of the company, so now that's like doubled. 

So for us because different operators and companies always bring a different point of 

view to the table, I think you need these bodies to be -- I used the term yesterday like 

a Switzerland environment.  Otherwise it is really hard to get past vested interests.  

That's just natural.  I think that's just the natural way companies behave.   

So what's nice about a forum like MEF is that you go into it and I think the expertise 

rises above than just company desire, company practice, company culture.  So we see 

it as a great environment to help standardise the specs, the protocols, having the 

discussions.  I think you need that kind of environment to push these professionals 

that show up to go beyond.   
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And if you look at what the output has been, I think it really does prove the value 

because now we do have, we have Carrier 2.0.  You have companies like ourselves 

and others that are putting products into the market that behave that way and bring the 

functionality into the market like the ability to do dynamic capacity, to view and have 

the transparency.   

Is it finished?  Absolutely not.  There's still much, much to do to make the 

functionality even better, but I think it's definitely the place where that road is being 

paved.   

Bernt Ostergaard 

Well, certainly as analysts we applaud MEF and 3GPP and we don't like IEEE.  So I 

think that kind of network and that kind of development of standards is very laudable 

and very important for the industry.   

Okay, if there are no last comments then I will end this session.  Thank you to the 

panel.  Give them a hand.  Thank you. 

 

[End] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


